
Read the sentences (1-4) and match them with the 
descriptions below (A-D).

If animals  don’t drink water, 
they die.

                       If we all plant trees, 
                                            forest  won’t disappear.



If all used bicycles,  there  
wouldn’t  be so much pollution.

If all governments had banned hunting,
the tiger wouldn’t have become 
an endangered species.



1. If animals don’t drink water, they die.
2. If we all plant trees,  forest  won’t disappear
3. If all used bicycles,  there  wouldn’t be so much pollution.       
4. If all governments had banned hunting,  the tiger 
wouldn’t have become  an endangered species.

A. an imaginary situation in the present / future 
B. an impossible situation in or regret about the past
C. a real possibility in the present / future
D. a general truth or fact



Type Conditional Clause Main Clause

0 If + Present 
Simple,

Present Simple

1 If + Present 
Simple, 

Future Simple

2 If + Past Simple, Would + bare infinitive

3 If + Past Perfect, Would + have + Past 
Participle



Complete using the correct form of the verbs:
Be   forget    get   see    work   call    find    leave  take     want 

1. If she …..at five o’clock, she’ll be there by half past seven.
2. We ….. you if we have any problems.
3. It might not be a good idea to go out tonight if you ….. an important test in 

the morning.
4. If you …. ill all day, you shouldn’t come to the club tonight.
5. If you should ….. my  wallet, call me on my mobile immediately!
6. Let’s get a different DVD if you …. that one already.
7. If Sean …. so hard  lately, he’ll welcome the chance to have a few days off.
8. If you’re going into town, …. a video for tonight while you’re there!
9. If you see Carol tonight, ….. to say hello from me!
10. Don’t feel you have to come if you ….. to. 



Choose the correct answer.

If this theory about parallel universes (1) …. correct, it (2) 
…that we’re living in more than one universe at the same 
time. But if that (3) …. true – if I was doing different 
things in different universes – (4) …. about it. And if I (5) 
…. about it, how could it be more doing these things? 

1 A  will be       B  is           C  would have been        D  has been
2 A  has meant B  meant        C had meant               D   means
3 A  will be       B  was being  C  were                        D  has been
4 A  I’d know   B  I’ll know   C  I have known         D  I know
5 A  wouldn’t know B. don’t know  C  won’t know D  didn’t know



If I (6) …. The lottery last year in a parallel universe and decided to sail round the world, how is that me? It doesn’t make sense!
And another thing. If I do something, it (7) …. consequences. For example, if I (8) …. study, I might not pass my exams. I can’t 
start thinking about different universes where the consequences are different. If I just (9) … about the universe I actually live in, 
then I’m sure (10) … okay! 

6  A  had won   B   was winning          C  have won    D  win
7  A would have  B  would have had  C will have     D had had
8  A won’t            B haven’t                 C don’t           D hadn’t
9  A think            B to think     C am thinking   D have thought
10 A   I’d be        B I’ve been   C I’d have been         D I’ll be





Complete using the correct form of the words in bold.

Being an only child
I’m an only child. People often say to me:
“Wouldn’t you be a lot happier if you (1) …..        HAVE
brothers or sisters?” but I don’t see it like that.
It’s true that if I had a brother or sister, I (2) ….      HAVE
someone closer to my own age to talk and to play
with at home, but I don’t think that’s very
important  (3) ….. you have close friends, which   PROVIDE
I do. If my parents had more children, they    
(4) .... to spend so much time with me.            NOT BE ABLE
And we have great fun together! Also, if I had                                                                



a brother or sister, I (5) ….. share a bedroom          HAVE TO
with them. That might be fun, but what would
happen if I (6) ….. to play my CDs and he or         WANT 
she had to study? No – I don’t want a brother
or sister, unless it (7) …. of course. In that case,     HAPPEN
it’s the best thing in the world!





1. What happens if you put plastic in the fire?

a) It would melt
b) It melts
c) It would have melt
d) It will melt



2. What will you do if it rains tonight?

a) I don’t go out
b) I would go out
c) I won’t go out
d) I would have gone out



3. What would you do if you won a billion dollars?

    
      a)  I will buy an island
      b)  I would have bought an island
      c)   I would buy an island
      d)  I buy an island



4. What would have happened if Tim had 
studied ?

a) He would pass his exams
b) He will pass his exams
c) He would have passed his exams
d) He passes his exams



5. What happens if there is an earthquake?

a) Buildings will collapse
b) Buildings collapse
c) Buildings would collapse
d) Buildings would have collapsed



6. Choose the correct question
“We wouldn’t have missed our flight.”

a) What happens if you are on time?
b) What will happen if you are on time?
c) What would have happened if you had been on 

time?
d) What would happen if you were on time?



7. Choose the correct question
“My mum won’t buy me a present.”

a) What would happen if you failed your exams?
b) What happens if you fail your exams?
c) What would have happened if you had failed 

your exams?
d) What will happen if you fail your exams?



8. What conditional is this sentence?
   If you put ice in the fire, it melts.

a) 1st  Conditional
b) Zero conditional
c) 3rd  Conditional
d) 2nd Conditional



9. What conditional is this sentence?
I would buy an island if I won a billion.

a) 2nd Conditional
b) Zero Conditional
c) 3rd Conditional
d) 1st Conditional



10. Which conditional is often used to express 
regret?

a) 1st Conditional
b) 2nd Conditional
c) 3rd Conditional
d) Zero Conditional



11. Which conditional is often used to talk about 
things that are always true?

a) 1st Conditional
b) 2nd Conditional
c) Zero Conditional
d) 3rd Conditional



12. Which conditional refers to things that have a 0 
% chance of ever happening?

a) 1st Conditional
b) 3rd Conditional
c) Zero Conditional
d) 2nd Conditional



13. If I ….. the lottery, I’d give some of the money 
to each member of my family.

A. Win
B. Have won
C. Will win
D. Won



14. “Did you have an argument with Francis?”
“If you had been there, you ….. the same.”

A. Did
B. Would have done
C. Had done
D. Will do



15. If you see Nina on Friday, ….. her to give me a 
ring.

A. You will tell
B. Tell to
C. You would have told
D. Tell 



16. If I’d known you were coming, I …. a cake.

A. Would have baked
B. Would bake
C. Will bake
D. Baked


